Leicht zu lesen
Here you will find a selection of
literature easy to read
(B2 Level) to choose from the
stock of our library.

To facilitate your search, we
have marked the books with an
adhesive "Leicht zu lesen"

Aehnlich, Kathrin
Alle sterben, auch die Löffelstöre : Roman
2009. - 256 S.
-The story of a special lifelong friendship, wonderfully
tender and sad at the same time More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/kathrin-aehnlich/allesterben-auch-die-loeffelstoere.html
Bánk, Zsuzsa
Der Schwimmer : Roman
2003. - 284 S.
- A family separated by the invading tanks in Hungary
1956 –
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/zsuzsa-bank/derschwimmer.html

Bayer, Thommie
Eine kurze Geschichte vom Glück : Roman
2009. - 214 S.
- A story about a man dealing with good luck, euphoria
and despair at the same day Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book:
http://www.tagesspiegel.de/kultur/literatur/romanthommie-bayers-eine-kurze-geschichte-vomglueck/1134742.html
Biller, Maxim
Liebe heute - Short stories
2009. - 208 S.
- Maxim Biller shows what can happen when husband
and wife are captured by the great feeling of love that is
intended to bring them together, but often pushes apartMore about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/maxim-biller/liebeheute.html

Böll, Heinrich
Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum oder: wie
Gewalt entstehen und wohin sie führen kann :
Erzählung
2010. - 145 S.
-The story deals with the sensationalism of tabloid news
and the political climate of panic over Red Army Faction
terrorism in the 1970s Federal Republic of Germany. More about the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOmrndKEZUk
Böll, Heinrich:
Und sagte kein einziges Wort
1988. - 192 S.
-The novel deals with the thoughts, actions and troubles
of Fred and Käte Bogner, a married couple living after
World War II. More about the book:
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/buecher/rezensione
n/belletristik/rezension-belletristik-eine-ehe-in-dieserzeit-1439153.html
Böll, Heinrich
Wo warst du, Adam? : Roman
2007. - 140 S.
- In this novel Boll paints war as a series of idiocies,
senseless accidents, and bizarre coincidences related
only through death. More about the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CALbcfMiSPg

Braun, Marcus
Hochzeitsvorbereitungen : Roman
2003. – 264 S.
- Funny story about a 19 year-old man who starts his
community service at a hospital and dedicates himself
to another project: chercher la femme. More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/marcusbraun/hochzeitsvorbereitungen.html

Bronsky, Alina
Die schärfsten Gerichte der tatarischen Küche :
Roman
2010. - 317 S.
- The story of a passionate and extravagant
grandmother and the specials relations between the
women of three generations. Available also as audio book in our eLibrary as well as
in the library
More about the book:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cqh93k0UhGo
Bronsky, Alina
Scherbenpark: Roman
2009. - 304 S.
- Seventeen-year-old Sasha Naimann who has come
from Moscow to Germany lives with her two younger
siblings in Scherbenpark, a high rise colony. Sasha
begins her story with two intentions: she wants to write
a book about her mother, and she wants to kill Vadim
who murdered her mother. She lives between her class
mates in the elite school she attends and the other
Russians in Scherbenpark and everything gets even
more complicated when she falls in love.Brussig, Thomas
Am kürzeren Ende der Sonnenallee
2009. - 160 S.
- The life of a young group of friends in East Berlin, next
to the Wall- Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Js9DphJ8JXU
Brussig, Thomas
Helden wie wir : Roman
2011. - 322 S.
-The German history must be rewritten: Klaus Uhltzscht
was the one that brought down the Berlin Wall! –
Available also as audio book in the library
Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HQEpZ85plc

Büscher, Wolfgang:
Berlin - Moskau : eine Reise zu Fuß
2011. - 236 S.
-Wolfgang Büscher went on foot from Berlin to Moscow.
Alone. And the hike took three months.-

Capus, Alex
Léon und Louise : Roman
2011. - 314 S.
-A love story between the two world wars.Available also as audio book in the library
Available also as e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S41ZtGzjqoE
Delius, Friedrich Christian
Der Sonntag, an dem ich Weltmeister wurde :
Erzählung
2013. – 128 S.
- The most famous day of German postwar history, the
date on which the underdogs Germany won the World
Cup is on July 4, 1954. An eleven year old son of a
pastor is awakened in the Hessian town Wehrda like
every Sunday: the noise of the church bells, a quarter
of an hour only a message usher: Remember the
Sabbath day holy!
Available also as audio book in the library
Dinev, Dimitré
Ein Licht über dem Kopf : Erzählungen
2006. – 192S.
-In the stories of Dimitré Dinev we meet people from
different backgrounds. Dinev told with great humor in an
ambience that is poetic language of those who live on
the border. He succeeds in which only the really big
ones can: to let the beauty and the horror coexist. He
gives the homeless a language and takes us into a
world that we will not forget. -

Dörrie, Doris
Bin ich schön? : Erzählungen
1995. - 346 S
-Leopold and his young wife want to change the narrow
mind of their neighbours. The ask the Vietnamese
refugees family Hung to come to their house, they invite
them for tea and food, give them warm winter clothes
and a pair of new shoes for woman Hung. "It turns out
differently than they think. Seventeen tragicomic stories,
thought-provoking, because they are so uninhibited
honest. -

Dörrie, Doris
Das blaue Kleid. Roman
2004. - 192 S.
- In this story Florian has lost his lover by death,
Babette her husband. The search for the blue dress
brings the two together. -

Draesner, Ulrike
Richtig liegen : Geschichten in Paaren
2011. - 251 S.
- Seventeen stories on couples, careers and the
unpredictability of happiness Also available as e-book in our eLibrary

Duve, Karen
Dies ist kein Liebeslied : Roman
2004. - 282 S.
- The thirty year old, overweight protagonist is on the
track of her unrequited childhood sweetheart. Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/karen-duve/dies-istkein-liebeslied.html

Flašar, Milena Michiko
Ich nannte ihn Krawatte : Roman
2014. - 144 S.
-Two people meet at a bench in a park. One is old, the
other young, two who are out of the ordinary. Only
talking to each other, the complete stranger, they start
to open up again. Also available as e-book in our eLibrary

Franck, Julia
Bauchlandung : Geschichten zum Anfassen
2012. - 96 S.
- It’s a story about a girl, who was searching her
boyfriend and then made a handmade birthday cake for
him. This is basically a love story. Available also as audio book in the library

Geiger, Arno
Anna nicht vergessen
2009. - 256 S.
- He spent the last night before returning to Vienna on
the guest bed of a deadbeat waitress. In the morning
she is not to get awake. But when the plumber rings,
the young man suddenly finds a listener, whom he can
tell his life anew, with a big happy love. With a lot of
empathy, linguistically brilliant and always with great
comedy tells Arno Geiger from the pursuit of happiness,
love and failure. Genazino, Wilhelm
Ein Regenschirm für diesen Tag : Roman
2003. - 176 S.
- You can earn money with the most peculiar jobs, e.g.
as a trial user for English luxury footwear. In this way
Genazino’s hero ranges the city, meets his numerous
former girlfriends and contemplates the world. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary

Genazino, Wilhelm
Wenn wir Tiere wären : Roman
2011. - 158 S.
-The story of a man who can only endure the everyday
life by breaking through the ordinary rules. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwkserK94Vk
Glattauer, Daniel
Gut gegen Nordwind : Roman
2008. - 222 S.
-How can an intimate email correspondence start just
from a typing error? Available also as audio book in the library
Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouFPwLUGRIc

Glavinic, Thomas
Unterwegs im Namen des Herrn
2014. - 208 S.
-The pilgrimage to the Balkans is supposed to lead to
enlightenment. But this fails to appear. Thomas Glavinic
and the photographer Ingo are close to a nervous
breakdown: The fourteen-hour bus trip to Bosnia with
the grumpy fellow was bad enough. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary

Grass, Günter
Katz und Maus : eine Novelle
2010. - 160 S.
- The years of the Second World War in Germany told
from the perspective of two adolescents. Available also as audio book in the library

Hacke, Axel
Das Beste aus meinem Liebesleben : ein kleiner
Beziehungsberater
2011. - 141 S.
This story is on the human mating behavior, the
sensation of single sex act and the love life.
Available also as audio book in the library

Härtling, Peter
Das ausgestellte Kind: Mit der Familie Mozart
unterwegs
2008. - 112 S.
- Moving novel about the six-year-ord Mozart who
travels through Europe and gives concerts for princes,
kings and famous people, accompanied by his father
and his older sister. While the father leads the family to
strangers, Mozart flees in his own world - the
imagination and the tones.
Available also as an audio book in the library
Handke, Peter
Die Angst des Tormanns beim Elfmeter : Erzählung.
2010; 118 S.
-The singular story of a formerly well-known
goalkeeper. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Movie:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWGScEvP2ig
Handke, Peter
Wunschloses Unglück : Erzählung
2008. - 89 S.
- Handke tells the story of his mother’s life.Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary

Hanekamp, Tino
So was von da : Roman
2011. - 301 S.
- A musical, romantic Bildungsroman set during a New
Years´s Eve in Hamburg Available also as audio book in our eLibrary as well as
in the library
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMm0-EnBpEA
Haslinger, Josef
Jáchymov. Roman
2012. - 272 S.
-They meet by chance: the publisher and the showgirl.
He seeks healing in ancient spa hotel of Jáchymov and
comes across the horror of this place. The dancer
begins to tell him a story that has accompanied them
throughout their lives. It is the tragedy of her father. As
a goalkeeper of the Czechoslovak national ice hockey
team since the 1930's, he was a star, by his successes
could not protect them from the arbitrary rule of the
communist regime. Available as audio book in the library
Haslinger, Josef
Zugvögel : Erzählungen
2007. - 203 S.
- Between America and East Germany, on trains and
planes, on the beach or at the bar Josef Haslinger
comes to the actual target of his travels: The question
of what made the story of the people and what people
make of their history. Heidenreich, Elke
Kolonien der Liebe.
2003. – 288 S.
- Nine ironic, tender and melancholy stories about love
in our time. "Colonies of Love", which are the random
places in the world that sometimes send out a little
heat, but they are also the places where suffering,
hatred and cold kills love. Available also as audio book in the library

Heidenreich, Elke
Rudernde Hunde. Geschichten
2012. – 208 S.
- Elke Heidenreich and Bernd Schroeder have found a
common tone for their fictional stories and a melody
that connects all the comic and tragic episodes to a
book that is meant for all, for whom life has remained
enigmatic. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Hein, Christoph
In seiner frühen Kindheit ein Garten. Roman
2013. – 270 S.
- The novel is about the death of the suspected terrorist
Oliver Zurek and the struggle between the parents and
the state organs to get to a truthful version of events at
the train station of Bad Kleinen. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Hein, Jakob
Herr Jensen steigt aus. Roman
2011. – 144 S.
- His short story of Mr. Jensen explores with great
consistency the tragedy of a whimsical life just as much
as its outrageous comedy. -

Hennig von Lange, Saskia
Alles, was draußen ist : eine Novelle
2013. - 115 S.
- Story about a museum of anatomy and its guardian
and a beautiful stranger from the Seine. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Hermann, Judith
Nichts als Gespenster : Erzählungen
2012. - 320 S.
- Stories about unhappy love and people who leave
their familiar environment. -

Herrndorf, Wolfgang
Sand : Roman
2011. - 474 S.
- North Africa, 1972. In a hippie commune four people
are murdered, a money box disappears, and an
underexposed Commissioner attempts at resolving the
matter. More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3pIG8InoL8

Herrndorf, Wolfgang
Tschick : Roman
2012. - 253 S.
-Two guys and a journey full of detours through an
unknown Germany Available also as audio book in our eLibrary and in the
library
Book trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=za882b_vTzs
Kaminer, Wladimir
Liebesgrüße aus Deutschland
2011. - 287 S.
- A funny overview about what´s “typisch deutsch” or
not Available also as audio book in the online library and
the library
Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book:
http://www.dradio.de/dkultur/sendungen/kritik/1552593/
Kaminer, Wladimir
Mein deutsches Dschungelbuch
2005. - 253 S.
-The story of this crazy journey through Germany will
introduce you to a Germany as one hardly knowsAvailable also as audio book in our eLibrary and the
library
Also available as an e-book on our eLibrary
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/wladimir-

kaminer/mein-deutsches-dschungelbuch.html
Kaminer, Wladimir
Russendisko : Roman
2012. - 191 S.
- A portrait of lives and destinies of the inhabitants of
German´s capital, Berlin Available also as audio book
Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2VVNC2WYkI
Kehlmann, Daniel
Die Vermessung der Welt : Roman
2009. - 396 S.
"A satire on the German classic, an adventure novel, an
image of the bourgeoisie in the early 19th century, a
study of sacrifice and moral science, a portrait of two
aging men, each alone in his own way; and a
wonderfully readable text full of educated allusions and
quotes and hidden gems.
Available also as audio book in the library
Kehlmann, Daniel
Ruhm : ein Roman in neun Geschichten
2010. - 202 S.
-A writer, a confused internet blogger, a department
manager with a double life, a famous actor and more;
their ways get intertwined in the nine episodes of this
book. Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmzs6UJWuog
Klein, Georg
Die Logik der Süße : Erzählungen
2012. - 237 S.
- We find the heroes of these stories in full automatic
cocktail bars, unused factories and long-mothballed
comprehensive schools, on the Teufelsberg in Berlin
and in a basement of the Shanghai Center: They are
the working people and adventurers of a time that was
only recently our future. -

Klüssendorf, Angelika
Das Mädchen : Roman
2013. - 192 S.
-The touching story of a self-assertio: Angelika
Klüssendorf tells about a strong young girl who
overcomes everything that surrounds her and holds her
down: the tyrannical mother, the authoritarian teacher
and the bureaucratic state apparatus. Available also as audio book in the library
Kracht, Christian
1979 : ein Roman.
2010. - 182 S.
-The journey of two friends through Iran the evening
before the Islamic Revolution starts.More about the book:
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/buecher/rezensione
n/belletristik/christian-kracht-1979-wir-sehen-uns-mitaugen-die-nicht-die-unseren-sind-142299.html
Kracht, Christian
Faserland : Roman
2007. - 169 S.
-The story of a journey through Germany that changed
the perception of a whole generation. More about the book:
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/buecher/rezensione
n/belletristik/rezension-belletristik-christian-krachtfaserland-152146.html

Lange, Hartmut
Der Abgrund des Endlichen. Drei Novellen
2009. - 144 S.
-Three short stories that have one thing in common:
they describe the search for happiness over the abyss
of the finite. -

Lebert, Benjamin
Crazy : Roman
2009. - 174 S.
-Sixteen years old Benjamin tells with irony about the
difficulties of growing up. Available also as audio book in the library
Interview with the author:
http://home.arcor.de/hobbitkunde/hobbitkunde/hobbitku
nde/lebert_zurich.htm

Lenz, Siegfried
Die Flut ist pünktlich : Meistererzählungen
2014. - 128 S.
-This volume brings together some of the finest
narratives of Siegfried Lenz, e.g. thestory " Die Flut ist
pünktlich", a subtle drama about a fatal ménage à trois,

Lenz, Siegfried
Die Maske : Erzählungen
2013. - 128 S.
-These five tales of Siegfried Lenz revolve around the
realization that the invention, the illusion is often greater
than the reality, sometimes even truer. Five touching
human drama unfold atmospherically dense in northern
Germany, in a landscape where the timeless power of
the sea is everywhere.

Lenz, Siegfried
Schweigeminute : Novelle
2008. - 127 S.
-A love story between a school student and his teacherBook trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oUIIMI4goY

Lüscher, Jonas
Frühling der Barbaren : Novelle
2013. - 125 S.
-This story is about the Swiss factory heir Preising who
is invited to the wedding in a Tunesian resort of a rich,
young Englishman from London's financial world. While
the festival society is still recovering in their beds from
the rigors of the extravagant feast, England announces
bankruptcy. Exciting, clever constructed, quite funny
too, told with unforgettable images and a rich, flexible
language, this book dissects human weaknesses and
aims right into the heart of the present. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
März, Ursula
Fast schon kriminell : Geschichten aus dem Alltag
2011. - 189 S.
-Ursula März tells stories of large and small crimes.
There are outrageous stories about human exceptional
situations inspired by real life and at the same time of
great literary power. Once again, the author reveals
how thin is the line between normality and brutality and how much may depend a crime of absurd
coincidences. Also vailable as an e-book in our eLibrary
Menasse, Eva
Lässliche Todsünden
2011. - 256 S.
- In these stories Eva Menasse traces the seven deadly
sins in modern society and tells about indolence and
voracity, voluptuousness, and arrogance, rage, envy
and greed with her own mixture of poetry and humor. -

Magnusson, Kristof
Das war ich nicht : Roman
2011. - 282 S.
-Three people unexpectedly end up in an adventurous
dependence Available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ1MvZYiTY8

Meyer, Clemens
Die Nacht, die Lichter : Stories
2010. - 265 S.
- Fifteen different stories whose characters are
struggling for life and looking for happiness Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/clemens-meyer/dienacht-die-lichter.html
Nadj Abonji, Melinda
Tauben fliegen auf : Roman
2010. - 320 S.
- This is the story of the family Kocsis from a village in
Vojvodina in northern Serbia, where the Hungarian
minority lives.Many years ago they already emigrates to
Switzerland. Ildiko, one of the daughters, is telling about
the difficult home in Switzerland and the regular returns
to the village. Available also as audio book in our eLibrary as well as
in the library.
Nasri, Yassin
Ich will kein Flachdach sein : Roman
2011. - 131 S.
-In this story, the author describes Germany and the
Germans, but leads us especially to the paradox of
integration in mind: the long and arduous journey of a
"foreigner" who will do anything to be at home who
wants everything just and will always stand out as "flat
roof" under "gable roofs" - not noticeable.Özdogan, Selim
Ein Glas Blut. Kurzprosa
2010. - 176 S.
- In these rough, sad, very gentle, humorous, fastpaced and beautiful short texts, Selim Özdogan brings
his talent to tell stories to top form.They take place in
the past, in Germany or in the distance – and there are
critical moments in which they meet and talk about
people who want to find each other. -

Orths, Markus
Das Zimmermädchen: Roman
2010. - 144 S.
-This is the story of a young girl, who always likes to
stay alone in her room. -

Oswald, Georg M.
Alles was zählt: Roman
2009. - 224 S.
- A smirk and pointy portrait of our beautiful new
business world and the protagonists, greedy for
success, written with drive and cool irony. -

Ott, Karl Heinz
Endlich Stille: Roman
2009. - 208 S.
-This novel is about the devastating consequences that
may arise if you do not get rid of a stranger at the
crucial moment. It tells how people’s everyday life can
change fatally in a short time. A wonderfully cryptic
novel whose comedy comes from the horrors and its
musicality captures the events to last in the balance. Pehnt, Annette
Mobbing : Roman
2008. - 165 S.
- The story of a man who has lost his job narrated from
his wife´s point of view Available also as audio book in our eLibrary
More about the book:
http://www.spiegel.de/kultur/literatur/autorin-annettepehnt-mobbing-ist-psychologische-kriegsfuehrung-a514650.html

Petersen, Jens
Die Haushälterin : Roman
2005. - 174 S.
- A father-son relationship changes after the arrival of
the polish housekeeper Ada. More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/jens-petersen/diehaushaelterin.html
Peters, Christoph
Sven Hofestedt sucht Geld für Erleuchtung :
Geschichten
2012. - 220 S.
- In thirteen stories Christoph Peters tells about the
burlesques delusions and confusions of love, the
fascination by different cultures and the search for
spiritual insight. Available as an e-book

Rammstedt, Tilman
Der Kaiser von China: Roman
2010. - 208 S.
- Keith Stapper spends the money which was given for
a journey to China for him and his grandfather and has
to invent the story of this journey, when his grandfather
dies and everybody asks about their adventures. And
so he invents his own China and a very special one.
Available also as audio book

Regener, Sven
Herr Lehmann : ein Roman.
2003. - 285 S.
- Lehmann is going to be 30 soon, and is enjoying his
uneventful life until the day of the reunification turns it
all around…- Available also as audio book
Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeS9aSYJcUM

Regener, Sven
Der kleine Bruder
2010. – 288 S.
-Frank Lehmann goes to Berlin to visit his elder brother
but when Lehmann doesn’t find him anywhere, he
realizes that his brother is missing…where is he? Available also as audio book
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WCuXvQ7nWM
Roth, Patrick
Starlite Terrace : Erzählungen
2004. - 150 S.
-“Starlite Terrace” is the name of an old building, close
to an illuminated swimming pool in Los Angeles. Within
a year, four of its inhabitants tells their interrelated
stories More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/patrick-roth/starliteterrace.html
Rothmann, Ralf
Shakespeares Hühner : Erzählungen
2012. - 211 S.
-The young guitarist Fritzi thinks about William
Shakespeare: "Compared to the worries and needs of
his dark characters we are really only chicken, aren´t
we? Shakespeare´s chickensAvailable as an e-book on our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlCZCWuplSM
Rothmann, Ralf
Junges Licht : Roman
2004. - 236 S.
- A delicate portrait of a twelve-year-old boy named
Julian growing up in a mining community in 1960s
Germany. Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/ralf-rothmann/junges-

licht.html
Rothmann, Ralf
Ein Winter unter Hirschen : Erzählungen
2003. - 194 S.
-Short stories about love, masterfully narrated More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/ralf-rothmann/einwinter-unter-hirschen.html
Sander, Gregor
Winterfisch : Erzählungen
2011. - 189 S
-They are about people who are traveling and at the
same time caught in their destiny: taciturn seals,
disillusioned artists, beloved womenAlso available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1-tYpg5-OU
Schami, Rafik
Gesammelte Olivenkerne aus dem Tagebuch der
Fremde
2000. – 144 S.
- Rafik Shami looks in these short stories amused and
critical into life in Arabia and Deutschland. -

Schlink, Bernhard
Sommerlügen : Geschichten
2012. - 278 S.
- Seven provocative and masterfully touching stories
about passions, hopes, delusions and illusions.More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/bernhardschlink/sommerluegen.html

Schlink, Bernhard
Der Vorleser : Roman
1997. - 206 S.
-The love story between a young boy and an older
woman who hides a secret from the past Available also as audio book in our eLibrary and in the
library
Interview with the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZT2okJtvJQ

Schlink, Bernhard:
Liebesfluchten : Geschichten
2000. - 307 S.
- Seven episodes from the life of men of different ages
that have to solve current or past relationship problems.
Available also as audio book
Schmidt, Kathrin
Finito. Schwamm drüber : Erzählungen
2013. - 240 S.
- Stories from the time of a divided Germany up to the
present, on families and singles, on women in their
weak moments and on men who never were as strong
as they believed to be. -

Schulze, Ingo
Handy : dreizehn Geschichten in alter Manier
2009. - 279 S
-During the celebration at the turn of the millennium the
protagonist meets, Julia, his lost true love Available also as audio book in the library
More about thehttp://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/ingoschulze/handy.html book:

Schulze, Ingo
Adam und Evelyn : Roman
2008. - 313 S.
- A love story from the time when for the citizens of the
GDR the border fell down. Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYBG7Zcul-s
Schulze, Ingo
Simple Stories: Ein Roman aus der ostdeutschen
Provinz
2002. - 304 S.
-The east Thuringian Altenburg - former imperial
Palatinate and ducal residence, increased by concrete
housing estates, surrounded by chemical industry,
lignite coal and uranium mining, lined with lovely castle
landscape - is, as Schulze's Yoknapatawpha County:
The World in a drop of water, a microcosm in which the
East German province of 1989 is reflected. Schulz, Torsten
Nilowsky : Roman
2013. - 175 S.
- Mark Baker is anything but thrilled when he moved
with his parents to the edge of Berlin. He looks down
from the third floor of their house on the corner of a
smelly chemical plant and noisy passing trains which
bring everything to vibrate. It was not until he met
Nilowsky. With great intensity and humor Torsten
Schulz describes a strange love triangle in the throes of
puberty. Available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Seghers, Jan
Ein allzu schönes Mädchen
2009. - 284 S.
-In Frankfurt’s city forest the horrible mutilated bodies of
two young men are found. Police chief Robert Marthaler
is entrusted with the investigation of this difficult case.
The cruel murders make the thoughtful man to believe a
woman to be a perpetrator. And also Marthaler's private
life comes out of joint, as his new roommate is a serious
temptation for the idiosyncratic bachelor. -

Seiler, Lutz
Die Zeitwaage : Erzählungen.
2009. - 284 S.
-Thirteen short stories playing in different places, from
Los Angeles to Berlin.Available also as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YwcJgYNTU0
Setz, Clemens J.
Die Liebe zur Zeit des Mahlstädter Kindes
2012. - 350 S.
- Stories peppered with grotesque ideas and subtle
horror, full of violent moments and tender gestures Available also as audio book
Available also as e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4bPNblt8xc
Stamm, Peter
Seerücken : Erzählungen
2011. - 189 S.
-The loneliness in shared holidays. An abandoned hotel
in the mountains. A girl in the forest. A priest who feeds
the birds and many other stories More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asoaFf3Da5U
Stein, Benjamin
Replay : Roman
2012. - 169 S.
- UniCOM is a communication which as an implant can
do much more than a smartphone - it logs the senses of
its owner and creates what we call reality, in "replays"
infinitely repeatable and changeable: mainly an erotic
allure. And it makes the wearer totally controllable.
Available also as e-book in our eLibray

Streeruwitz, Marlene
Das wird mir alles nicht passieren ... : wie bleibe ich
FeministIn
2011. - 150 S.
- Marlene Streeruwitz describes in these stories eleven
fates, eleven figures that have one thing in common:
the decision to submit to their external conditions or to
insist on a more autonomous lifestyle. Stuckrad-Barre, Benjamin von
Soloalbum : Roman
2005. - 246 S.
- The already classic story of the adventures of a young
man in his early twenties in Germany of the 90es. More about the book:
http://www.spiegel.de/kultur/literatur/rezensionenbenjamin-von-stuckrad-barre-soloalbum-dermeinungsmissionar-a-27108.html
Süskind, Patrick
Das Parfum : die Geschichte eines Mörders
2000. - 319 S
-Jean-Baptiste Grenouille is a perfume apprentice in
18th-century France who has an extraordinary power
to discern odors and starts searching of the "perfect
scent". Available also as audio book in the library
Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NQsCG1NwYg
Süskind, Patrick:
Die Geschichte von Herrn Sommer
1991. -129 S.
-The story portrays a child who is living in a small
village in Germany. The appearance of the bizarre Mr.
Sommer serves mainly as a background to narrate his
inner life and his feelings -

Timm, Uwe
Am Beispiel meines Bruders
2011. - 237 S.
-The story of the author's brother, who joined the SS as
a volunteer in World War II and died in 1943 Available also as audio book in the library
More about the book and the author:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BA347swZCLk

Timm, Uwe
Die Entdeckung der Currywurst : Novelle
2000. - 186 S.
-On the trails of the real origin of German´s fast food
delicacy, curry sausage, and of a love affair that took
place as the WW II was coming to an end. Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb8ejGCAAY8
Treichel, Hans-Ulrich
Der Verlorene.
1999. - 174 S.
-The search of a family for its firstborn son Arnold, who
was lost during the family’s trek to West Germany after
WW II.More about the book:
http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-7852006.html
Urban, Simon
Plan D : Roman
2013. - 550 S.
-East Berlin 2011: The reunion has never existed, Egon
Krenz has been 22 years in power, and the GDR almost
broke. The capital: an ailing moloch, polluted by millions
of Trabant’s successor Phobos. The last chance for
socialism: economic negotiations with Germany and its
chancellor Oskar Lafontaine. But then a former adviser
of Krenz is found murdered - and everything indicates
that the perpetrators come from the ranks of the Stasi.
Available also as e-book in our eLibray

Vanderbeke, Birgit
Das Muschelessen
2014. - 132 S.
- Family in stress waiting at the table for their father.
Mother, daughter and son sitting in front of a mountain
of shells that only the head of the family likes to eat. To
bridge the tough waiting time, they start talking to each
other. The more the father delays, the more open gets
the conversation, the more pitiless the opinion of the
authoritarian patriarch and the deeper the rift that
threatens to destroy the apparent family idyll. Wagner, David
Welche Farbe hat Berlin
2014. - 215 S.
- In this story, the author travels through the city, alone,
sometimes in the company. What is the city? How can it
be described? Again and again he comes across the
ruins of German history. Wagner tells how much the city
has changed in the last ten years. He makes an
internship as a bouncer in the "bitch Bar", meets the
foxes on Peacock Island and a tired mayor with a bear
costume. He walks through the outskirts and the old
west. Available also as an e-book in our eLibrary
Wagner, Jan Costin
Eismond : Roman
2005. - 320 S.
- Commissar Kimmo Joentaa mourns his late wife and
questions if there is any meaning to live on. A murder
case brings him back to reality and gives him strength
for a new beginning.
Available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Walser, Alissa
Immer ich : Erzählung
2012. - 160 S.
- Alissa Walser tells about the illusions and delusions of
modern couples. Available also as audio book
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/alissa-walser/immerich.html

Walser, Martin
Ein fliehendes Pferd : Novelle
1977- 163 S.
-Two former school friends with a very different life
behind meet by chance during an holiday with their
partners.Available also as audio book
Movie trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5dWM7kb60c
Widmann, Andreas Martin
Die Glücksparade : Roman
2013. - 216 S.
-It’s a story about a 15-years old boy. His father was
having some plans, but that never worked out.
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/andreas-martinwidmann/die-gluecksparade.html
Widmer, Urs
Der Geliebte der Mutter : Roman
2003. 144 S.
-Based on a real-life affair, “My Mother’s Lover” is the
story of a lifelong and unspoken love for a man—
recorded by the woman’s son. More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/urs-widmer/dergeliebte-der-mutter.html
Wieland, Rayk
Kein Feuer, das nicht brennt
2012. - 156 S.
- A story about a man who refuses to travel. Since the
late eighties, he has not left East Berlin. He seems to
have no problems with it, except for one thing: he´s a
traveling reporter. More about the book:
http://www.spiegel.de/kultur/literatur/rayk-wielands-keinfeuer-das-nicht-brennt-a-825641.html
Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary

Wohmann, Gabriele
Eine souveräne Frau : Die schönsten Erzählungen
2012. - 288 S.
- Collection of the best stories by Gabriele Wohmann
from more than five decades. Critically and ironically
she reviews the relations between the genders and the
communications and conflicts in families. More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/gabrielewohmann/eine-souveraene-frau.html
Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
Wolf, Christa
Der geteilte Himmel
2008. - 337 S.
-The story is about the 19-year-old Rita Seidel and her
boyfriend Manfred Herrfurth and plays just before the
midsummer of 1961, shortly before the Wall was built. More about the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FGx7BJgdjk
Wolf, Christa
Was bleibt : Erzählung
2007. - 92 S.
-The story focuses on the consequences of the
observation of citizens in Eastern Germany through the
STASI, in particular the feelings it provokes, the selfquestioning and changes in everyday life. Also available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvsbflDLtYk
Zaimoglu, Feridun
Kanak Sprak : Die gesammelten Misstöne vom
Rande der Gesellschaft
2011. - 238 S.
- Feridun Zaimoglu as the voice of the young men and
women of Turkish origin in Germany Available as an e-book in our eLibrary
More about the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrV7adgbcMc

Zaimoglu, Feridun
Liebesbrand : Roman
2009. - 374 S.
- David nearly dies in a road accident abroad. He is
saved by a beautiful young woman and fells
immediately in love. She disappears in a car and he
starts on his search to find her. –
Available also as audio book
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/feridunzaimoglu/liebesbrand.html
Zaimoglu, Feridun
Zwölf Gramm Glück : Erzählungen
2005. - 233 S.
-Twelve wonderful stories about love, about its
successes and failures, its various forms and different
durations. Available also as audio book
More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/feridunzaimoglu/zwoelf-gramm-glueck.html
Zsuzsa Bánk…
Schluss mit der Deutschenfeindlichkeit! :
Geschichten aus der Heimat
2012. - 205 S.
-Seventeen German writers talk about their
experiences in a country they call home. More about the book:
http://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/nicol-ljubic/schlussmit-der-deutschenfeindlichkeit.html

